A Handbook and Companion to the Tribes’ Trolling Movies
THE TECHNIQUE

THE EQUIPMENT

Learn about sonar,
downriggers, clips,
trolling motors, and
more.

Learn the best trolling
techniques from Mack
Days champions, everything from how to
find fish, to determining depth, to how fast
to troll.

THE LURES AND
ATTRACTORS

Learn about lures,
dodgers, flashers,
and baits—when to
use what where.

THE FISH

Learn about lake
trout—their habits,
where they are at
different times of the
year, what they can
see and can’t see in
deep water, and how
your trolling can consistently catch them.

THE ROD AND REEL

Learn what to look
for in a rod and reel,
what kind of line to
use and how to rig
your rods.

Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes
NRD, Div. Fish, Wildlife, Recreation, and Conservation
406 Sixth Ave., Polson, MT 59860

TROLLING TIPS & RECOMMENDATIONS

Rods and Reels
1. Shimano Takota with Line Counter
2. Okuma Cold Water Linecounter Reel
3. Daiwa Sealine B Linecounter Reel
4. Cabela’s Depthmaster Linecounter
Trolling Reel
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Reels

When you are trolling, you will want a good
trolling reel with a line counter.

Rods

The anglers we
interviewed favored medium-to-fast-action
rods. Some prefer a sensitive tip. A good choice is a rod
like the Lamiglas 86MH (moderate/
fast-action rod) 8 feet 6 inches in
length, although any good six-foot to
eight-and-a-half foot medium or mediumheavy trolling rod/reel combo will do. A spinning rod and reel combo will also work, but it
won’t be as durable.

Lines and Leaders
Line

For trolling, most trollers use a braided line, although some use fluorocarbon. Braided line seems to be favored for several reasons. At any given
test, it has a thinner diameter than monofilament or fluorocarbon, which
means much less drag or resistance in the water, a big plus when you are
trolling with downriggers. Braided line also lasts longer, and because it
does not stretch, it is more sensitive when you get a strike or have a fish
on. Our anglers were, for the most part, using a 30-to-40-pound test braid
(a braided line at that strength is actually thinner than 10-pound test monofilament), though one was comfortable with a 17-pound test fluorocarbon
line.

Leader

Most of the anglers we talked with use a 30-to-40-pound test monofilament or fluorocarbon leader (though some go as light as 12-to-15-pound test). Monofilament and
fluorocarbon are favored for leader material over braided because they are less
visible and because they stretch (fluorocarbon less than mono), and you want some
stretch in your leader because it can prevent you from tearing a hook out of the
fish’s mouth.
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Dodgers and Flashers
Purpose

Not everyone uses flasher or dodgers. Some of the top
Mack Days trollers don’t use them. Others do and catch
lots of fish. That’s because flashers and dodgers are
designed to attract fish. Rigged in the line between the
lure and downrigger release, they move in a way that
interests fish (both because they look fish-like in the
water and because they make vibrations in the water), and they cause your lure to move in
an erratic, life-like manner that can trigger fish to bite. Some flashers have e-chips embedded in them that send out a distressed-fish signal.

1. Dodger
2. Flasher
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Flasher vs Dodgers

The difference between dodgers and flashers is the way they move when being trolled: a dodger
moves side-to-side with a swaying action; flashers move in 360° rotations. Both have their own flash
and vibration patterns. Spoons, flies, and squids are all used with dodgers, which gives a crippled baitfish
action to those lures. Flies and squids are best used behind a flasher because they have no action of their
own in the water and the flasher will give them a natural baitfish-like action. Flashers generally work better at slightly faster speeds than dodgers. For dodgers the optimum speed is when the attractor has a side-to-side
swaying motion. Start with your boat moving “dead slow”, drop your rigged dodger-and-lure setup in the water and
increase your speed until the dodger sways side to side—that’s your best trolling speed. For a flasher, the optimum
speed is when it moves in regular full 360° rotations. With your boat in motion, put the rigged flasher-lure setup in
the water and increase your speed until the flasher rotates in regular, full revolutions. A general rule is to use dodgers when fish are less aggressive and flashers when the bite is on and fish are hitting aggressively. Silver and chartreuse are popular colors.

The Rig

A key to your trolling rig is your choice of a flasher or dodger. Ultra-violet reflective qualities can make a difference because ultra-violet light attracts fish, and it is the only light that penetrates deep water. Flasher length is
also important and depends on local conditions—ask your tackle shop.
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The tail-leader length is perhaps the most important part of
correctly rigging a dodger or flasher because it affects the
movement of the lure or fly. Tail leaders that are too long or too
short will reduce your catch (commercial fishermen and outfitters who make their living fishing will often repeatedly adjust
their tail leader lengths if they are not catching fish). Even a few
inches can make a big difference. Recommended tail-leader
lengths vary by the type of lure or bait behind the dodger and
the length of the dodger—so a good strategy is to ask your
tackle supplier or other trollers. Just in case you can’t get local
information, here are some recommended tail-leader lengths:

Downrigger
Clip or
Release

With Hootchie or Fly
With Lure or Bait
36 to 50 inches long		 42 to 60 inches long
20 to 27 inches long		 26 to 48 inches long

Dodger

Drop-back leader
12 to 30 feet

Fish-shaped
downrigger
weight

Tail leader
18 to 60
inches

leaders should be
mono or fluorocarbon
Fly
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Lures
An Array of Choices

When it comes to lures, baits, and flies, you have a number of choices, as you can see from the variety shown in
the photos below. Your pick will depend on the depth that
you fish, whether you are using a downrigger or flatlining, whether you are using a dodger or flasher, and what
happens to be working on that particular day, week, or
month—best to talk to other anglers that are catching fish,
or stop in at a local tackle shop and ask.
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A sampling of Mike Howe’s (left and right) and Mike Benson and Wes Shockley’s (center) lures, squids, and flies: 1. Tinsel Fly
2. Spoon 3. Blue Fox Super Vibrax 4. Woblers 5. Hot Spot Trolling Lure 6. B2 Squid (Super B) 7. June Bug Yum Tube 8. Hoochie

Colors and Light

Keep in mind that you will often be working in deep water below 100 feet. There is
not much light down there. Green, blue, and indigo violet colors will be more visible
at those depths. White, chartreuse, blue, and glow are popular squid colors. Some of
our anglers advised using darker colored lures and baits in darker, deeper water and
on overcast days—the old adage is: “Bright days, bright bait; dark days, dark baits.”

Flatlining vs Downrigging

150 feet

The most common downrigger lure is a squid and dodger or flasher although a variety of lures can be used. If you
are using a downrigger without a dodger or flasher, you can use a spinner, wobler, spoon, or trolling lure. If you
are flatlining (trolling on the surface without a downrigger), you can use spoons (3-to-5-inch lures work well) and
spinners. In fall when the lake trout are spawning, you can just troll spoons behind the boat without downriggers.
The fish are in 40 to 60 feet of water, so you should try to get your spoons down 15 to 20 feet in the water column
using weight (tungsten fishing weights are by far the best for this).

Baiting the Lure

Many trollers bait their lures. Some run one line with bait, another
without. Some choose not to use bait because the lures they use
don’t have the right action when bait is attached. If you do use bait,
be sure and insert the hook through the meat side and come out
through the skin. It is easier, and the bait will stay on longer.
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Downriggers
Downrigging

Downrigging has changed the way anglers fish on Flathead Lake. It uses
a manual or electric winch and weight (cannonball or fish-shaped) to carry
your lure to a specific depth, the depth where your sonar tells you the fish
are. While downrigging is commonly thought of as a deep-water fishing
technique, it is better understood as a method of “controlled-depth fishing”.
By using downriggers to control the depth of your lure presentation, you
can put your lures at any depth, from just below the surface to 200-feet
deep and keep them running consistently at that depth. When a fish takes
your lure, it will pull the line from the line release, which will allow you to
fight the fish, without fighting the heavy weight.

Operating Your Downrigger

While the boat is running at trolling speed, set your fishing reel to free-spool, apply slight pressure to the reel with your
thumb and let your lure out to the desired distance, say 50 feet. Then set the drag clicker to stop your reel from freespooling. Place your fishing rod in the rod holder. Take hold of the fishing line (beyond the rod tip) in one hand. With
the other hand, reach down and firmly take hold of the line release or clip. Lift the cannonball out of the water and
attach the line to the line release. Then ease the cannonball back into the water. Set the depth you want on the downrigger, then flip the downrigger release to allow the cannonball to drop to that depth. If you are fishing at 200 feet, you
should have 300 - 400 feet of cable on your downrigger because of “blowback” that can occur. Set the drag and drag
clicker on your fishing reel, then take up the slack in your fishing line until there is a bow in your fishing rod. Now you
are fishing, and one of the most important things you can do at this point is watch your rod tip because the bites can
be very light. When a fish strikes it will cause your rod tip to move, sometimes ever so slightly. Quickly remove your
rod from its holder and abruptly lift it to release your line from the line release, then bring in your fish.

The Release

There are a couple types of downrigger releases. If you are using braided
line, you will want to use a Black’s release (as opposed to a pinch-pad style
release) because the traditional pinch style will not work well with braided
line, which is slippery and flat. Note the loop with twists in the photo of the
Black’s release clip below—this is key to keep the line from creeping out.

Bells and Whistles

Downriggers are available in manual and electric models. For fishing deeper water, electric is preferred because it can retrieve the
weighted cable at speeds of more than 200 feet/min, hard to match
by cranking a manual spool. Sophisticated electric downriggers can
retrieve the line automatically while the angler fights the fish. Some
high-end models interface with fishing sonars or fishfinders, and
some allow you to add a transducer that enables your downrigger to
track the bottom—keeping downrigger weight a set distance above it.

A Caution

Don’t have too many lines in the water, or when you turn your boat, you might tangle up. The more lines you have in
the water, the more chance you have of tangling, but not necessarily of catching fish. More important than the number of lines is to have the lines that you do have in the water in the zone where the fish are feeding. Mike Howe, for
example, likes three lines on the downriggers and one or two flatlining on the surface, an arrangement he has had
great success with.
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Downrigging Patterns
Patterns

When fishing multiple downriggers
on your boat, you are essentially
creating your own “school” of baitfish. If you are fishing five rods, for
example, you have five downrigger
weights, five flashers behind that,
and five lures slightly behind the
flashers. That’s equivalent (in a lake
trout’s mind) to a small school of
fish—in other words, dinner. How
you arrange your lures is called
your pattern. Generally speaking,
you want to alternate the depth for
each lure and the setback behind
the downrigger.

V-Up
Pattern

V-Down
Pattern

V-Back
Pattern

The top illustration shows three
patterns: the V-Up and V-Down
patterns, which place the lures at
different depths and the V-Back
pattern, which places them at different distances behind the boat (not
shown is a pattern used when fishing off a sharp drop-off or bank, in
which case the downriggers are arranged at an angle to match depth
and angle of the drop-off).Pairing
a V-Up or V-Down pattern with the
V-back pattern places the bait at
different depths and distances. Add to that arrangement a different flasher or dodger and lure on each
rod, and your “school of baitfish” presents an array of options for your quarry. The day we fished with Mike
Howe of AAble Charters, he used the following V-back pattern with his three plus one rods:
Rod Position

Depth to Ball

Distance between
Flasher and Ball

Flasher or Dodger

Lure

Port

210 feet

45 feet

Dark green and blue UV dodger

Purple Super B Squid with no bait

Starboard

195 feet

35 feet

Dark green and blue UV dodger

Glow Super B Squid with couple added
beads and a blade and with bait

Stern (starboard side) 175 feet

50 feet

Dark green and blue UV dodger

Tinsel Fly with no bait

Stern (straight back)

250 - 350 feet
(distance between
boat and lure)

none

Spoon with no bait but with 1 ounce of
weight about 4 feet above the lure

No downrigger
(freelining)

Once Mike starts catching fish, he knows which lure(s) the fish are favoring, and he switches more or all of the
rods over to that particular set-up.
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Hunting them Down
Lake Trout Preferences

Habitat within Flathead Lake is ideal for lake trout. They prefer temperatures between 44 and 58°F, which means
in Flathead Lake they are generally limited to depths greater than 50 feet during the summer months. That gives
them lots of room because Flathead Lake is so large and deep. Lake trout effectively utilize all habitats within that
zone and move throughout the lake, however, they tend to concentrate in high-quality habitats that are not randomly distributed. They favor points, sloping areas of large rubble, or narrow flats and shelves adjacent to dropoffs and steep slopes. That is where most fish are caught. More expansive flats usually do not hold many fish. And
spawning—which occurs from mid October to mid December—tends to occur in nearshore areas in depths of less
than 50 feet.

Sonar

A sonar/GPS unit (fishfinder) is essential when you are trolling for lake
trout because in addition to telling you the depth and structure beneath
your boat, it can help you locate lake trout or schools of baitfish. You
can add a bathymetric map of the lake to your sonar device to help you
find the lake-bottom structures that hold fish. And you can mark routes
as you troll and return to the routes that were particularly good. Sonar
will also allow you to monitor the downrigger balls, enabling you to avoid
having them hang-up on the bottom (hanging up can tear the downrigger right off the back of your boat).

Bathymetric map
Your route
A Lake Trout
(pink line)
Marked
Location

Thermocline
Lake Bottom

X

Bathymetric Maps

Whether you have a fishfinder or not, you need a good bathymetric map that you
can study at home and on your boat. There are several different versions available
for purchase at sporting goods stores and tackle shops, but the Tribes offer a good
one for free through their Division of Fish, Wildlife, Recreation, and Conservation
(these maps are available in Pablo, Polson, and at Blue Bay). The Tribes’ map also
includes additional information about things like access points, regulations, and
aquatic invasives.

Look for Structure and Hunt Down the Fish

Spring

Fall

All the anglers we interviewed emphasized the importance of
looking for some specific structures on the bottom—sharp drop
offs, shelves, and rocky humps. The green and red dots on
the lake maps at left indicate lake trout fishing hot spots in
spring and fall, respectively. Most are located around sharp
drop offs and shelves (structures shown in the detail bathymetry (Yellow Bay area) shown at right). Perhaps most
important, remember you need to “hunt down the fish” because they move all the time. The best anglers don’t wait for the
fish to come to them, they use their fishfinder and go to the fish.
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Technique
Be There at the Right Time

The best times to fish for lake trout in Flathead Lake are mornings and evenings (dawn and dusk are the best). The
action drops off markedly the closer you get to midday.

Use Dark Colors when Fishing Deep and on Dark, Cloudy Days

A good rule to follow is to use darker colors on your flashers, dodgers, and lures when you are fishing deeper
water (150 feet and deeper) or on overcast days. Conversely, lighter colors work well on brighter days and at shallower depths. Of course, there are times when this rule doesn’t hold, but it’s a good starting point.

Hunt for the Fish

If you assume the fish are going to come to you, you won’t catch many fish. Lake trout are generally easy to catch,
but they move a lot and action can turn on and off. Where you caught fish one day may not be the place you will
catch them on another. If you are not catching fish, move. Use your fishfinder to locate where they’re at and fish at a
depth above, not below, the fish.

Try Different Lures and Offer the Fish a Choice

What works one day may not work the next, so successful anglers on Flathead Lake are constantly trying different
flashers and dodgers, lures, lure-bait combinations, and scents. If you are trolling multiple lines, start off by giving
the fish choices—put out an array of colors and lures; use cut bait on some lines and no bait on others; and a mix
of large and small lures. Troll your lines at different depths. Once you determine the set-ups that work best, you
can switch other rods over. If the action falls off, try a different lure, add some bait, or find a new spot. The worst
thing you can do if you are not catching fish is to continue using the same set-up in the same place.

Troll at the Right Speed

Trolling speed can be crucial. Each lure has an optimal trolling speed—the speed at which its action is most enticing. For example, Wes Shockley fishes his smaller Apex lures at 1.6 to 1.8 miles per hour. With a dodger and B2
squid, Mike Howe trolls at between 1.5 and 1.7 miles per hour. You can learn the best speed for a specific lure
through trial and error, by observing your lure in the water at different speeds, or by asking at your tackle shop and
talking to other anglers.

Check your Lures Often and Keep your Bait Fresh

Flathead Lake is a relatively clean lake, but there is small debris floating within the water column—things like tiny
sticks, stems and leaves, and pieces of plastic. Any of this material can get caught on your lure and alter its action
enough that fish will avoid it. Most successful anglers check their lures for debris every 15 or 20 minutes. All the
anglers we interviewed also emphasized how important it is to change your bait (or at least re-scent it) every 15
to 20 minutes. This is because scent leaches out of bait when its in the water and because a fish hitting your lure
can tear the bait loose.

Catch the Hits

Often lake trout strikes on Flathead Lake are subtle, so as you troll, you need to watch your rod tip for slight
changes in its cadence. Anglers who pay close attention to their rod tips when trolling catch more fish.
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Other Tips
Move Often

We can’t emphasize this enough: if your current trolling route is not working, move. Use your fishfinder to find
where the fish are and the depth they are at. If you aren’t catching fish, move. If you are catching fish and the bite
suddenly drops off, check your fishfinder and be prepared to move.

Keep Up-to-Date on What’s Working

The anglers who have fished Flathead Lake for years know that the lake trout are constantly
adapting their feeding habits. They told us, “What works is constantly changing.” In other
words, the gear, techniques, and strategies that worked a few years ago, may not work now.
For example, red and white Daredevils used to be dynamite, and perch rapalas used to
work well. Now neither is effective. The message: stay up-to-date. Talk to other anglers.
Read local fishing blogs. Check in with the tackle shops. Experiment. Most of all, be willing to adapt your fishing gear and techniques. Remember, there are lots of good anglers
who were once highly successful on Flathead Lake who now—using those same old
methods—don’t catch many fish, while other anglers, some of whom are new to the
lake, are catching 50 to 70 lake trout a day.

Keep your Catch Fresh

Lake trout donated during Mack Days or even for your own use need to be kept on
ice. Pack your catch in a cooler with plenty of ice—ice above, below, and around
the fish. Once you get back, the fish should be processed and frozen as soon as
possible. Failure to promptly ice your catch can result in the flesh having a soft,
open, unappetising texture. Inadequate bleeding and delayed gutting can cause
blood clots to form in the flesh, and those fish are not suitable for freezing.

Releasing Bloated Fish

When you bring up a lake trout from deep water, the pressure change causes its swim bladder to
swell, and that prevents it from diving back to depth once it’s released. But there are techniques
you can use to improve the fish’s chance of survival. These include (1) burping the fish by holding
it with both hands and vigorously plunging it headfirst into the water (2) holding the fish horizontally
and gently squeezing it from the vent forward—only going halfway up the belly and not forcing it if the
fish can’t “burp”, or (3) use a 60-foot length of heavy cord or line and attach the weighted device shown
at right. Stick the pointed end through the jaw of the fish and drop it into the water and let it drop 50 feet
or more. The device will carry the fish down, and then when you pull it back up, the fish will slide off
and be able to swim on its own. For any fish you want to release: wet your hands first and protect the
fish’s slime coating and fins. Avoid squeezing the gills or soft organs behind the gills, and don’t put your
fingers in the gills. Hold an exhausted fish in the water by wrapping your fingers around the base of
the tail and holding it until it starts to struggle. Gently move it forward and backward to help it get water
moving through the gills so it can breathe.
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Lake Trout
Habitat and Diet

Lake trout inhabit deep, clear, rocky lakes with temperatures of about 50° Fahrenheit and oxygen levels of six
to twelve milligrams per liter. Water temperatures above about 74°F can be lethal. Lake trout also inhabit shallow lakes and rivers, but this is usually in the northern parts of their range. They are a bottom-oriented species
regardless of depth, and juveniles are usually found in deeper water than adults. The species is “negatively
phototropic”, meaning it avoids light. In large lakes with many fish species, lake trout are typically piscivorous,
meaning they eat other fish. In Flathead Lake, Mysis shrimp make up an important part of the diet as well.

Reproduction

Lake trout have a relatively low reproductive potential because of their late age at maturity, large egg size
in relation to body size, broadcast spawning behavior (no parental care to increase egg survival), and a sixmonth incubation period. They are fall spawners and normally reproduce every second year from September
to November in most parts of their range. Temperature, light, and wind are factors that contribute to the onset
and duration of spawning activities. They spawn at night on offshore shoals, near shorelines, and points near
islands exposed to the prevailing winds. The substrate is a combination of broken rubble and edged rocks 1-to6 inches in diameter. Unlike most salmonids, they do not construct reds, and they do not form single mating
pairs. Spawning may involve several females laying their eggs into crevices in the rocks or spaces between the
rocks. Typically, several males fertilize the eggs. Egg incubation lasts up to six months, depending on temperature and oxygen levels. The eggs hatch between February and April, but the fry do not emerge from the rubble
until their yolk sacs are absorbed a month later. The fry ascend to the surface to fill their swim bladders and
then descend into cooler, deeper water where they remain for two to three years.

In Flathead Lake

Habitat within Flathead Lake is optimal for lake trout. They prefer temperatures between
44 and 58°F, which generally limits their distribution in the lake to depths greater than 50
feet during summer. Thermal habitat volume—the quantity of water column within their
preferred temperature range during summer—is limiting in many lakes but is large in
Flathead Lake. Based on observations during autumn-gillnet sampling, it appears spawning tends to occur in nearshore areas in depths of less than 50 feet. Juveniles typically
move to the deepest portions of the lake to avoid predation by adults.
A group of lake trout in Flathead Lake referred to as dwarf lake trout (because
they do not exceed 24 inches in length) have restricted movements, remaining consistently in deep-water habitats where they feed on Mysis shrimp
throughout their lives. In contrast, the original stock introduced into Flathead Lake, called the “lean” form, utilizes Mysis primarily during juvenile
Count
1 to 5
years then switches to fish as adults. They grow large and use shal6 to 12
lower water than the dwarfs.
13 to 20
Lake trout have become abundant in Flathead Lake since Mysis
became established, and their population has now stabilized at near
carrying capacity. Estimates derived from mark-and-recapture studies, length distributions derived from gillnet and angler catches, and
advanced modeling put the abundance of lake trout in Flathead Lake
from age 1 to age 30 at about 1.5 million fish.

21 to 32
33 to 60

Lake trout capture locations in gillnets set
predominantly during autumn, 1998 - 2010.
Each circle represents a gillnet location;
the circle size indicates the number of lake
trout caught in each net.
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Fish ID
Good Anglers Can ID the Fish they Catch
Black or dark markings
on dorsal fin

Lake Trout
Numerous light spots, none red or orange

Tail deeply forked,
shortest ray less
than one-half length
of the longest

White leading edges often present on fins

No black spots on dorsal fin
(No Black, Put it Back)

Bull Trout
Pale yellow spots on back

Red or orange spots on side

Adult
Tail slightly
forked, shortest ray more
than one-half
the length of
the longest

White leading edges on fins

Bull Trout are a Threatened Species listed
under the Endangered Species Act, and
Montana and Tribal law requires all bull trout
caught in Flathead Lake be released immediately.

Juvenile or Stream
Resident

The distinguishing characters shown
for the adult also apply to the juvenile or resident form.
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Management
Restoring Native Fish

Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout are Native Species
1981
2010
1981
2010
3
of Special Concern (a Tribal
and State designation). Bull
2
trout are also listed as threatened under the Endangered
1
Species Act. Both species
use Flathead Lake, the Flathead River, and its forks and
0
tributaries for various porNumber per Net
Number per Net
tions of their life histories. For
Lake Trout Abundance
Bull Trout Abundance
example, most bull trout grow
to adulthood in Flathead Lake,
migrate upstream through
the main stem and two of
the forks, enter a tributary
to spawn, then return to the
lake. Offspring rear in tributary
habitats for several years then
migrate downstream to the lake where they grow to adulthood before returning upstream to complete the cycle.
Thus, all parts of the aquatic system are crucial to life stages of these native fish. Because of their migratory
nature, the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes and Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks, the fisheries management agencies for the system, manage the lake and river as a single entity.
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Bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout populations have declined dramatically due to a variety of human activities, chief among them the introduction of non-native fish species. In Flathead Lake, the most significant of
those introduced species is lake trout. Research indicates that the increase in the lake trout population is the
main reason the numbers of bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout have declined so precipitously. Because
the large number of lake trout have put our native trout at risk, there is a need to reduce that risk through management actions or strategies set forth in the Flathead Lake and River Fisheries Co-Management Plan. The
actions are designed to: (1) increase populations of native fish, (2) decrease numbers of lake trout, (3) maintain clean water, (4) improve angler-access, and (5) sustain 40,000 angler days in the river and 50,000 angler
days in the lake. By restoring a greater balance to the Flathead Lake fishery, the long-term viability of native,
migratory fish will be improved.
You can help us achieve that goal by participating in Mack Days and other opportunities to catch lake trout in
Flathead Lake; by following clean-boating practices; by ensuring that your boat, trailer, and equipment are free
of aquatic invasives; and by doing all you can to protect the lake’s water quality and natural beauty.

This handbook is a companion to the Tribes’ trolling movies available at
mackdays.com or on a DVD from the Tribes’ Division of Fish, Wildlife, Recreation, and
Conservation. Contact Cindy Benson at (406) 675-2700 ext.7294 or cindyb@cskt.org.
Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes
NRD, Div. Fish, Wildlife, Recreation, and Conservation
406 Sixth Ave., Polson, MT 59860

